
                        

 

 

 

 

Whoosh over the 

top and then we 

stop…back around 

the apple and up 

to the leaf… down, 

down and off we 

go 

Whoosh in… tall 

and down, 

around the boot… 

and off we go 

Whoosh in, over 

and stop… curl 

around the 

caterpillar…and 

off we go 

Whoosh in, over 

and stop… back 

around the 

dinosaur’s body, 

up the tall neck and 
down to his toes… 

and off we go 

Whoosh in… and 

around the 

elephant’s nose… 

and of we go by 

his toes 

Whoosh in… 

around the flower, 

down the stem 

and around the 

leaf… and off we 

go 

Whoosh in, over and 

stop… back around 

the girl’s face, down 

her hair and give her 

a curl… and off we 

go 

Whoosh in… tall 

and down, across 

his back… and off 

we go 

Whoosh in… down 

the insect… and off 

we go… dot for the 

head 

Whoosh in… down 

Jack’s body, take a 

loop… and off we 

go… dot for the 

head 

Whoosh in, over 

and stop… slither 

down the snake… 

and off we go 

Whoosh in… tall 

and down the 

Kangaroo’s body, 

up around the 

baby… and off we 

go 

Whoosh in… tall 

and down the 

long leg…and off 

we go 

Whoosh in… down 

to the valley over 

the mountain, 

over the mountain 

and… off we go 

Whoosh in… 

down the the 

post and over 

the net… and off 

we go 

Whoosh in over 

and stop… back 

around the  

octopus… and off 

at the top 

Whoosh in…  down 

to his tail, up and 

around the parrots 

smile… and off we 

go 

Whoosh in, over 

and stop… back 

around the queen’s 

head, up past her 

ear, down her hair… 

and flick 

Whoosh in… down the 

robot’s back and curl 

over his arm… and off 

we go 

Whoosh in… tall and 

down … off we go… 

and cross through 

the tower 

Whoosh in… down 

and under, up to the 

top… and off we go 

 Whoosh in… down 

the wing, up to the 

top… and off we go 

Whoosh in the wiggly 

worm…  down and up, 

down and up… and off 

we go 

Whoosh in… down 

the arm and opposite 

leg, repeat the other 

side… and off we go 

Whoosh in… down 

the yak’s horn, up 

the other horn and 

loop under his 

head … and off we 

go 

Whoosh in… zig, 

zag, zip… and off 

we go 


